Climate Effects of Earth’s Rotation
This article is accessible to students only when assigned.

Freckle Level: 9B
Whether you’re accustomed to the semiarid regions of the
Midwest, the rain of the marine west coast, or the humid
subtropics of the southeast, you’re most likely acclimated to
some type of climate. Climate patterns vary with latitude,
altitude, and regional geography. Over time, we refer to these
patterns of variation in temperature, humidity, atmospheric
pressure, wind, and precipitation as climate.
Many factors impact the climate and weather of a region
including the uneven heating of the Earth’s surface and the
planet’s natural rotation. But exactly how do the uneven heating
of Earth’s surface and Earth’s rotation cause changes in weather
and climate?

Writing
Skills: Informative, Writing Conventions
What is one way the Earth’s
rotation around the Sun
inﬂuences the Earth’s climate?
Support your answer with a detail
from the text.

Vocab
precipitation
distinct
considered
proximity

Reading
Skills:
RI.1: Explicit Information
The Earth’s rotation affects the climate.

Climate vs. Weather
First, it is essential to distinguish between the words “climate”
and “weather” which are related but should not be used
interchangeably. The primary difference between the two terms
is that climate has historical significance whereas the weather is
contemporary. In other words, the climate is a collective
measurement of data gathered through more than a century of
records to determine patterns. The weather, on the other hand,
is a short-range representation of conditions (including
temperature, precipitation, humidity, etc.) in a specific region. For
example, we may say that the overall climate of Hawaii is tropical
and the current weather on Honolulu is sunny and pleasant with
cloudless skies.

RI.2: Summarizing & Main Ideas
RI.1: Explicit Information
Which of the following is left
unexplained by the text?

The difference between weather
and climate
The Coriolus effect
Factors that affect climate

The link between the concepts of climate and weather is the fact
that meteorologists use climatology records to make short and
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medium range forecasts. Meteorologists have many tools at their
disposal, like radar and satellites, to predict the weather. But
their predictions are rendered more accurate by the meticulous
records that climatologists have maintained since the late
nineteenth century.
Additionally, Earth’s elliptical orbit around the Sun causes
changes in the intensity of the Sun’s radiation. This solar
radiation affects the weather depending on where the Sun is
shining more brightly. In the summer, the Sun shines more
intensely making its rays more dangerous and creating the need
for sunscreen products. Interestingly, the Earth is closer to the
Sun in the winter. The Northern Hemisphere experiences lower
temperatures in December and January because it is tilted away
from the Sun. In comparison, the Southern Hemisphere is tilted
toward the Sun in the December and January, making its seasons
the opposite of the Northern Hemisphere.

 The 12 different climate
regions of Earth

Report issue

RI.1: Explicit Information
Which detail from the text does not
highlight one of the factors that
inﬂuences climate?

“The cyclical rotation of the Earth
every 365 days means that solar
radiation will be present in
higher or lower amounts
depending on where the planet
is spinning in relation to the
Sun.”
“At higher latitudes, the Sun’s
rays are not as powerful as they
are in lower latitudes.”

Solar radiation affects the Earth’s climate.

Latitude and the Earth’s Climate
Latitude is another primary factor that has an influence on
climate, due to the relationship between the Earth’s tilt and the
changing angle of incoming solar radiation at different times of
the year. At higher latitudes, the Sun’s rays are spread over a
greater surface resulting in less intensity and less heating.
Logically, then, higher altitude areas are farther from the hot
Equator while lower altitude areas are closer to the Equator.
The Earth’s orbit around the Sun and the tilt of its axis are
responsible for the four seasons of winter, spring, summer, and
fall that many areas across the globe experience. Seasons in
some areas are more distinct than in others; for example, the
northeastern portion of the United States where New York City
sits is considered a temperate zone. This categorization means
that the northeast experiences clear cut seasons including
autumns marked with colorful foliage and winters slick with ice
and snow.

“Some of the secondary factors
that affect climate are proximity
to large bodies of water and
elevation,”
 “The climate is a collective
measurement of data gathered
from historical records to
determine patterns, whereas
weather is a short range
representation of conditions.”

Report issue

RI.2: Summarizing & Main Ideas
What is the main idea of the section
titled Factors That Affect Climate?

By contrast, the state of Arizona, which features an arid desert
climate, is not at all a temperate zone. The seasons in Phoenix
are not as distinguishable as those in Manhattan because of the
angles of the Sun and the latitudinal position of these land
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masses. Likewise, in other parts of the world, like Australia, the
seasons are not experienced as distinctly. Australia, which has a
mild climate, in fact experiences summer when Americans are
enduring winter due to the location of the Sun. While people are
shivering in Times Square on New Year’s Eve, Australians may be
firing up a barbecue grill on their back patio!

Factors That Affect Climate
Some of the secondary factors that affect climate are proximity
to large bodies of water, elevation, the rain shadow effect of
mountains, global wind and ocean current patterns, and cloud
cover. Two of these factors, global wind and ocean current
patterns, are profoundly influenced by a concept called the
Coriolis effect.
Pertaining wind directions, the Coriolis effect is very influential on
the planet’s weather systems. According to National Geographic:
“Winds blow across the Earth from high-pressure systems to lowpressure systems. However, winds don’t travel in a straight line.
The actual paths of winds—and of ocean currents, which are
pushed by wind—are partly a result of the Coriolis effect.” We
see, then, that the Coriolis effect has a curving pattern and does
not travel in a linear fashion. This irregular pattern leads to
changes in the Earth’s atmosphere which then affect both climate
and weather.

Latitude is the primary factor
that inﬂuences climate, due to
the relationship between the
Earth’s tilt and the angle of the
Sun.
 Other factors that inﬂuence
regional climate are proximity to
bodies of water, elevation, and
global wind and ocean patterns,
which are inﬂuenced by the
Coriolis Effect.
The Earth rotates faster at the
Equator than it does at the
poles.
The Coriolis effect is very
inﬂuential to the planet’s
weather systems.

Report issue

RI.2: Summarizing & Main Ideas
Which of the following statements
can be inferred from the content of
the article?

Earth has 4 distinct climate
zones: Polar/subpolar,
temperate, subtropic, and
tropical.
The Coriolis effect has an impact on ocean currents.
National Geographic goes on to emphasize that “The key to the
Coriolis effect lies in the Earth’s rotation. The Earth rotates faster
at the Equator than it does at the poles. This is because the Earth
is wider at the Equator. A point on the Equator has farther to
travel in a day.“ In addition to the Equator connection, one of the
results of the Coriolis effect is wind deflection, which has a
tremendous impact on weather events such as large storms. The
direction of the wind determines whether a storm will blow away
from highly populated areas or barrel toward them in which case
such a weather event can be deadly.

Understanding Differences in Climate
and Weather

The Coriolis force was
discovered by Gaspard-Gustave
de Coriolis.
 The Coriolisforce affects all
objects in motion, but it is only
noticeable for motions occurring
over large distances and long
periods of time.
Most people prefer life at lower
latitudes than higher latitudes.

Report issue
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Uneven heating of the Earth’s surface may be demonstrated by
the variations in climate and weather around the globe. Alaska
does not receive the Sun’s heat in the same way that Alabama
does, which makes the climates of the two states vastly different.
Furthermore, the cyclical revolution of the Earth every 365 days
means that solar radiation will be present in higher or lower
amounts depending on where the planet is revolving in relation
to the Sun. These two factors combine to help scientists
comprehend stark differences in climate and weather.
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